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Structured-Light Based Sensing Using a Single Fixed Fringe Grating: Fringe Boundary Detection and 3-D Reconstruction

Jun Cheng, Chi-Kit Ronald Chung, Senior Member, IEEE, Edmund Y. Lam, Senior Member, IEEE, Kenneth S. M. Fung, Fan Wang, and W. H. Leung

Abstract—Advanced electronic manufacturing requires the 3-D inspection of very small surfaces like the solder bumps on wafers for direct die-to-die bonding. Yet the microscopic size and highly specular and textureless nature of the surfaces make the task difficult. It is also demanded that the size of the entire inspection system be small so as to minimize restraint on the operation of the various moving parts involved in the manufacturing process. In this paper, we describe a new 3-D reconstruction mechanism for the task. The mechanism is based upon the well-known concept of structured-light projection, but adapted to a new configuration that owns a particularly small system size and operates in a different manner. Unlike the traditional mechanisms which involve an array of light sources that occupy a rather extended physical space, the proposed mechanism consists of only a single light source plus a binary grating for projecting binary pattern. To allow the projection at each position of the inspected surface to vary and form distinct binary code, the binary grating is shifted in space. In every shift, a separate image of the illuminated surface is taken. With the use of pattern projection, and of discrete coding instead of analog coding in the projection, issues like texture-absence, image saturation, and image noise of the inspected surfaces are much lessened. Experimental results on a variety of objects are presented to illustrate the effectiveness of this mechanism.

Index Terms—Binary pattern projection, fringe boundary detection, Ronchi pattern, specular surface, 3-D reconstruction, wafer bump.

I. INTRODUCTION

As the electronics industry advances toward manufacturing smaller, lighter, faster, and cheaper products, area array packages including ball grid array (BGA), chip-scale packaging (CSP), flip chips, wafer bumping, and wafer-level packaging (WLP) are quickly becoming the focus of IC packaging technology. They could help improve device performance and manufacturability, and ultimately reduce cost. On the other hand, the shrinking dimensions of the devices impose more stringent requirements on process control and quality assurance. A particular challenge is the advancement of vision technique for inspecting accurately and efficiently the 3-D quality of microsurfaces like the solder bumps on wafers that are for direct die-to-die bonding. Specifically, the heights of, say, the solder bumps need to be measured and examined in three dimensions to ensure that they are within the specified bounds; for if they are not, the electrical connection could be compromised or even the dies can be damaged in the bonding process. There are already technologies for inspecting 3-D quality of solder bumps on printed circuit boards. However, the tiny size of the wafer bumps—which are typically of diameter 60 to 600 μm—make such technologies difficult.

There have been a few noncontact optical shape measurement methods proposed in the literature. They can be classified into two groups: scanning and the nonscanning techniques. The scanning techniques are represented by laser triangulation [1], [2] and confocal microscopy [3]–[5]. Both of them however require complex hardware to function. The measurement processes are also time consuming because they require one-dimensional, two-dimensional, or three-dimensional scanning to cover the entire surface of the object. Typical nonscanning techniques include conoscopy interferometry [6], [7], moiré interferometry [8], [9], and fringe pattern projection [10]–[21]. Conoscopy interferometry exploits the phenomenon of conoscopy—the interference behavior of doubly refractive crystals under convergent, polarized light. Moiré interferometry utilizes two initially identical gratings to create Moiré fringes. Surfaces of the inspected objects can be obtained by analyzing these fringes whose phases are proportional to range. Srinivasan et al. [20], [22] and Halioua and Liu [15] projected a periodical sinusoidal pattern onto the inspected surface m times by shifting 1/m of the period each time. For each pixel of the captured gray-level image, the associated phase of the first periodic pattern projected to the corresponding surface can be calculated from the m intensity values at the pixel position in the image sequence grabbed across the phase shift. Once the phase of the pixel is known, the depth of the surface point can be precisely calculated. Wust and Capson [21] improved the mechanism. The proposed pattern consists of the superimposition of three periodical sinusoids instead of
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One way to counteract image noise and gray-level saturation and alike problems is to replace the analog signals by discrete ones like the binary signals. Binary pattern projection and imaging for 3-D reconstruction is not a new concept. It has been explored under the name of structured light-based 3-D reconstruction. Posdamer and Altschuler [19], and Altschuler, Posdamer, and Taboada [10] proposed a pattern composed of a dot matrix of $n \times n$ binary light beams. Each column of the pattern can be independently controlled to be lighted or obscured, thus equipping the illuminated position on the target surface a binary code either 1 or 0. By projecting a sequence of $n$ patterns, they could encode $2^n$ stripes whose codewords are the sequence of 0s and 1s obtained from the $n$ patterns. Inokuchi, Sato, and Matsuda [18] furthered this encoding mechanism and proposed changing the binary codification to a Gray codification, which is more robust against noise. Caspi et al. [13] proposed a multilevel Gray code based on color. Pan [23] presented a color-coded binary fringe projection method that uses a combination of three primary colors to code the light patterns for 3-D shape measurement. However, because the monochrome CCD has higher quality and is more stable than color CCD, the industry often prefers to use monochrome CCD over color CCD. Besides, the natural color of the substrate surface may cause confusion in the recognition of the projected color fringes.

With the illumination made binary or discrete, the problems of image brightness saturation and sensitivity to noise could be relieved, since only a bright or dark value instead of the absolute gray level needs be identified. By varying the binary pattern a number of times, each time capturing a distinct image of the illuminated surface, one could attach each position on the illuminated surface with a binary code in the sequence of captured images. By the use of suitable variations of the pattern, the binary code could even be made unique for each surface position. With such binary codes, position correspondences between the image plane and the projection panel (where the pattern is created in the projector) could be easily established. 3-D reconstruction is then possible on these coded points via triangulation.

As outlined previously, the traditional setup of the idea incorporates an array of light sources like the LCD panel. Such a device is however not suitable for inspection in VLSI manufacturing. The reason is, for the patterned light to cover a significant area of each microsurface (and thus allow the surface to be reconstructed more fully in 3-D), the light sources together are required to span an extended physical space, as illustrated by Fig. 2(a). That is undesirable as it could hinder the operation of the various moving parts that are involved in wafer processing.

This paper describes a new 3-D reconstruction mechanism that is designed with the goal of having a system size small enough not to hinder wafer processing. The mechanism is still based upon the principle of structured light, but adapted from the composition of an array of light sources to one with only a single light source [24]. The idea is to use a single light source together with a Ronchi grating (a binary grating consisting of alternate dark and transparent fringes) to allow a discrete pattern to be projected onto the inspected surface. As illustrated by Fig. 2(b), since only a single light source is used, the whole system is divergent as opposed to convergent in the configuration, occupying only a much smaller physical size. As in the

---

**Fig. 1.** Typical image of a wafer captured by analog pattern projection system, which displays the problems of image saturation, multireflections, and intensity blur or dilution.

---

one periodical sinusoid. Each sinusoid is associated with each primary color (red, green, and blue). The green’s sinusoid is shifted $90^\circ$ with respect to the red, and the blue is shifted $90^\circ$ with respect to the green. This way, the phase of each pixel can be obtained from only one image. In brief, Moiré interferometry and pattern projection with phase shifting are about projecting a light pattern and capturing image of the illuminated scene from one or more points of view. Therefore, they have the advantages of 1) fast speed since they do not require scanning over the entire object surface, and 2) relatively high measurement resolution for they can accommodate phase shifting techniques.

Recently, Gühringer [14] pointed out that phase shifting has a series of drawbacks: 1) the phase cannot be recovered precisely in dealing with surfaces with inhomogeneous reflectance function; and 2) intensity values at a pixel are influenced by those of its neighbors. The main limitation is that they obtain 3-D information based on analyzing gray-level fringes on the surface. Therefore, they suffer from the problems of image brightness saturation and high sensitivity to noise.

For illustration, we show in Fig. 1 the image of a wafer illuminated by gray-level pattern projection. In the image, it could be observed that regions around the solder bumps’ top generally have their intensity values saturated because of the specular nature of the metallic bumps. Some regions on the substrate surface are however blurred, for the substrate is half-transparent and thus light could penetrate it partially, which leads to some light reflected from the surface and some from beneath it and therefore as a whole a dilution of the gray-level intensities. Besides, because the shape of every bump is hemispherical, light projected onto bumps could be reflected and illuminate other regions, and such multireflections, which are observable in Fig. 1 as those small bright dots, could greatly disturb the gray-level intensity values. All the above limit the accuracy of reconstructing the surface profile by the use of gray-level intensities, and in turn by the phase shifting mechanism.
traditional setup, a camera is also needed to capture image data of the illuminated surface. The camera is positioned at a distance from the light source so as to introduce enough baseline between the projection center and imaging center for accurate 3-D reconstruction via triangulation.

New challenges come along with new design. The projection at any position of the inspection surface needs to be varied, or else a distinct binary code for each position of the inspected surface could not be established. The traditional setup has control over each element of the projection panel (where the pattern is created), and does it simply by turning it on or off (in the base of binary pattern projection). In our system, we have a fixed pattern defined by the Ronchi grating, and we cannot possibly vary the pattern. How to vary the projection with only a fixed grating in hand, with the objective of equipping each position of the inspected surface with a distinct binary code, is an issue that comes with the modified setup of a structured light system.

We tackle the issue in the following way. We shift the Ronchi grating physically in space relative to the stationary light source and camera and everything else. In each shift, we take a separate image of the illuminated surface. This way, a series of dark or bright intensities over each scene position (which is associated with a particular image position, as both the camera and the inspected surface are made standstill in the entire process) are made available over the image sequence, and such intensity values together form the distinct binary code for that particular 3-D position. With enough shifting steps and image captures of the illuminated scene, the binary code for each image position of the associated 3-D position can even be made unique. Such binary codes will enable correspondence between positions on the image plane, and positions on the grating surface will be readily established, and thereby allowing 3-D structure of the illuminated scene to be reconstructed through a process similar to triangulation of stereo vision.

As pointed out earlier, since both the projected and perceived information are presumably binary, problems like image saturation and specular nature of the imaged surface could be much lessened. The use of pattern projection also allow textureless surfaces to be reconstructed. A number of complicating issues are thus tackled or reduced. Through theoretical analysis and empirical experiments on synthetic and real image data, this paper will show that the mechanism does hold a number of advantages over existing approaches.

However, with the twist of the structured light-based operation in the proposed mechanism, a number of challenging design issues arise that traditional structured light-based systems do not have. An obvious one is what the Ronchi grating’s fringe pattern and the shifting steps of it should be. While in the traditional structured light-based setting, individual pattern elements could be changed independently of the others, which means the binary strings associated with the various image positions over the image sequence are entirely independent of one another, it is not the case in the proposed mechanism. In the proposed mechanism, the 0-to-1 or 1-to-0 value changes of the individual pattern elements are brought about by physical shifts of the Ronchi grating in space and are thus interrelated. The interrelationship is related to the fringe pattern on the Ronchi grating as well as to the sequence of shifting steps, and could affect how distinct the binary strings over the various image positions are from one another. In other words, a different fringe pattern and different shifting sequence could bring about less or more image snapshots of the illuminated scene (and thus shorter or longer binary strings) in the process of ensuring that the binary codes of the inspected positions are all unique.

The above design issue is however related not to the workability of the proposed mechanism but only to how many images are minimally needed in the processing and has been partially addressed in [25]. In this paper, we shall assume that we have a regular periodic fringe pattern on the grating, uniform-step shifting sequence of the grating, and we take enough images to make the binary code at each image position distinct enough for establishing correspondences.

This paper aims at addressing the following two even more fundamental issues of it.

One fundamental issue is that, though intended to be binary information, the image data captured by commercially available cameras are inevitably gray level. In this paper, we describe a scheme of detecting the fringe boundaries in the image data (or equivalently speaking binarizing the image data) that is based...
upon the time profile of the intensity values at every image position, as opposed to upon the spatial gradients as practiced by most of the existing binarization mechanisms. Both theoretical analysis and experimental results show that the new scheme has advantages, especially upon scenes that have in the reflectance property a large variance ranging from the specular extreme (like over the metallic solder bumps) to the diffuse extreme (like over the nonmetallic wafer substrate surface).

This paper also provides a scheme of 3-D reconstruction that does not require explicit triangulation and correspondence between the image plane and the plane of the fringe grating. Instead, the use of a reference plane with an accompanying calibration step is exploited for the purpose.

The organization of the presentation is as follows. In Section II, we give an overview of the proposed binary projection system and describe how a 3-D structure can be recovered by it. In Section III, we show experimental results that demonstrate the feasibility of proposed approach. Concluding remarks are presented in Section IV.

II. RONCHI GRATING-BASED APPROACH

Continuous grating approach (e.g., sinusoidal grating method) uses gray-level intensities in image data to determine phase displacement and then surface profile. Because of the dependence on the absolute value of the perceived intensity, the approach suffers from problems like brightness saturation, multireflections, and noise or disturbance to gray-level brightness.

Should the continuous fringe pattern be replaced by a Ronchi (i.e., light-passing and light-blocking) pattern, a distinct binary code could be given to each surface point through a number of physical shifts of the fringe grating and image captures of the illuminated surface. Such binary codes are observable from both the plane of fringe grating at the illumination end and the image plane at the sensing end. Because of the preservation of the binary codes at both the illumination and the sensing ends, position correspondences could be established between the fringe grating plane and the image plane. In principle, such correspondences, each induced by a surface point on the illuminated surface, would allow the depth of the surface points and in turn the 3-D shape of the illuminated surface to be reconstructed.

Below we address three important issues, namely 1) how the binary codes are made observable from the image data, 2) how the fringe boundaries in the image data are detected, and in so doing having the image data binarized properly, so as to let the binary codes be directly observable, and 3) how 3-D structure of the illuminated surface could be recovered by the use of a reference plane that makes explicit triangulation unnecessary and system calibration much simplified.

A. Binary Code Establishment

For simplicity, suppose that the optical axes of the camera and illumination are aligned so that they are coplanar; here we define the optical axis of the illumination as the line that embeds the source (point or parallel) of illumination and that is perpendicular to the plane of the fringe grating. We shall refer to the plane that contains both the two optical axes as $\Pi_p$. As illustrated by Fig. 3, suppose also that the Ronchi grating is placed so that the grating plane is parallel to the line $V$ that joins the camera’s optical center and the light source (the line $V$ is analogous with the baseline in bicamera systems), that the fringes are in a direction that is perpendicular to plane $\Pi_p$, and that the physical motion of the fringe grating in space is in the direction of $V$. When pattern is projected onto the target surface, the surface will appear to have some bright or dark zones.

By shifting the grating a number of times, each time having a new image of the target surface captured using the camera, a binary codeword is developed for each image position over the sequence of captured images. The image position corresponds to a particular position on the target surface and in turn the 3-D shape of the illuminated surface to be reconstructed.

Below we address three important issues, namely 1) how the binary codes are made observable from the image data, 2) how the fringe boundaries in the image data are detected, and in so doing having the image data binarized properly, so as to let the binary codes be directly observable, and 3) how 3-D structure of the illuminated surface could be recovered by the use of a reference plane that makes explicit triangulation unnecessary and system calibration much simplified.

A. Binary Code Establishment

For simplicity, suppose that the optical axes of the camera and illumination are aligned so that they are coplanar; here we define the optical axis of the illumination as the line that embeds the source (point or parallel) of illumination and that is perpendicular to the plane of the fringe grating. We shall refer to the plane that contains both the two optical axes as $\Pi_p$. As illustrated by Fig. 3, suppose also that the Ronchi grating is placed so that the
geometry [26] that exists over the camera and the illumination source (on the epipolar geometry, the illumination source is to be regarded as the optical center of a second camera, and the fringe grating plane as the image plane of that camera). By the use of both the codeword and the epipolar geometry, point-to-point correspondences between the grating plane and image plane could readily be established.

B. Image Data Binarization

A binary pattern (stripe grating) is a repeating sequence of light and dark bars, with one pair of adjacent light and dark bars making up each cycle. These cycles repeat in a grating. One would expect that the step-like signals in the grating are reducible in the captured image data to a set of sharp edges like the bars shown in Fig. 5.

A binary pattern $f(x)$ of period $2L$ can be expressed by a Fourier series:

$$f(x) = \frac{4}{\pi} \sum_{n=1,3,5,...}^{\infty} \frac{1}{n} \sin \left( \frac{n\pi x}{L} \right).$$

(1)

It consists of more high-frequency components than the sinusoidal grating, and the amplitudes of the components get smaller as the frequencies go up. In reality, what contrasts with Fig. 5 is, when light passes through the binary grating and is projected to a target object through a series of projection lenses, the high-order harmonics of the pattern are often diminished because of the lens system’s limited bandwidth. Therefore, fringes projected on the target surface generally do not remain exactly black or white, but are changed to gray-level ones. In other words, the boundaries of the binary stripes will appear blurred in the captured image data, as illustrated by Fig. 6.

However, the reconstruction mechanism is based upon discrete processing, and thus the detection of the fringes’ boundaries and thereby the binarizaton of the image data is an impor-
in Fig. 8. From the histogram, it can be observed that most intensities are less than 50. Two peaks can be obtained from the histogram. The two peaks’ positions are $I = 11$ and $I = 255$, respectively. Therefore, based on these two peaks, the threshold can be set to be between these two peaks. If the global threshold is set to be $T = 133$, the binary image obtained will be as shown in Fig. 9(a). It is apparent in this image that most regions are unfortunately set to be “dark”; only a few regions with strong reflectance such as those from the metallic parts can appear “bright.” If we set the global threshold as $T = 45$, the binary image will be as shown in Fig. 9(b). Even though in this case the threshold is set to be rather low, some regions that should be regarded as “bright” are still classified as “dark,” making the projected fringes on the inspected surface appear discontinuous. The example shows that the use of a global intensity threshold in binarizing the image data is not suitable in our case. This matters as well upon how accurately the edges can be located in the image, as upon how they can be located without their positions shifted due to variation in the reflectance function of the inspected surface. The above example shows that for images of our task, the edge locations can be dramatically shifted from the true ones by the reflectance variation of the illuminated surface.

Herein we describe our solution to the problem. It makes use of the spatial-temporal image volume for the target surface, as opposed to merely spatial derivatives of the image data as practiced traditionally, to tackle the issue of inhomogeneity in the reflectance function.

Consider any image position $(x, y)$ (say, position $D_C$ in Fig. 3) that perceives signal from a particular surface point $J$ of the target object; the surface point $J$ reflects light that goes through a particular position of the binary fringe grating plane. In the pattern projection process, the surface property (shape, reflectance, etc.) of the target object at surface point $J$ is invariant to the change of pattern. The invariance can be modeled as a transfer function $F_S(x, y)$. Similarly, the effect of the optical projection lens can be modeled as $F_L(x, y)$, and the effect of the image capture at the camera as $F_C$ (which is largely independent of the image position $(x, y)$). When a pattern $P$ is projected onto the surface, the image intensity $I(x, y)$ captured by the camera at position $(x, y)$ could be expressed as

$$I(x, y) = F_C F_S(x, y) F_L(x, y) P(x, y)$$

where $F_L(x, y)$, $F_S(x, y)$, and $F_C$ are unknown but invariant (Fig. 10) to pattern $P$.

For a fixed binary grating, shifting it in space in small displacements will produce a series of patterns $P_t(x, y)$’s for every
image position \((x,y)\) on the image data. With \(P_i(x,y)\)'s, different image intensities \(I_i(x,y)\)'s can be obtained respectively as

\[
\begin{align*}
I_1(x,y) &= F_C F_S(x,y) F_L(x,y) P_1(x,y) \\
I_2(x,y) &= F_C F_S(x,y) F_L(x,y) P_2(x,y) \\
&\vdots \\
I_n(x,y) &= F_C F_S(x,y) F_L(x,y) P_n(x,y)
\end{align*}
\]

(3)

where \(F_S(x,y)\) for image position \((x,y)\) represents the transfer function there on image intensity due to the illuminated surface.

Suppose that before we take data for the target object, we place a calibration plane \(B\) under exactly the same system to capture similar image data. The calibration plane \(B\) is a planar object. For each position \((x,y)\) in the image of the target object, there is a corresponding position \((x_{11},y_{11})\) in the reference image of the calibration plane \(B\), which receives signal through the same position of the binary fringe pattern. Image position \((x,y)\) to image position \((x_{11},y_{11})\) is as point \(D_{CI}\) to point \(D_{A}\) in Fig. 3.

As the binary grating shifts to create a series of patterns \(P_i(x,y)\)'s at position \((x,y)\), like the intensity values \(I_i(x,y)\)'s captured for the target object, image intensity values \(J_i(x_{11},y_{11})\)'s are collected for the calibration plane \(B\) with \(J_i(x_{11},y_{11}) = F_C F_B(x_{11},y_{11}) F_L(x,y) P_i(x,y)\) as constants for all \(i\), and therefore allows \(I_i(x,y)\)'s related to \(J_i(x_{11},y_{11})\)'s without involving the unknowns \(F_L(x,y), F_S(x,y), F_B(x_{11},y_{11}),\) and \(F_C\) by

\[
I_1(x,y) : I_2(x,y) : \cdots : I_n(x,y) = J_1(x_{11},y_{11}) : J_2(x_{11},y_{11}) : \cdots : J_n(x_{11},y_{11}).
\]

Equation (5) shows that, in terms of the intensity's scale ratio, \(I_i(x,y)\)'s and \(J_i(x_{11},y_{11})\)'s display exactly the same profile (including 0-to-1 and 1-to-0 transitions) along the time-axis. We shall term this the intensity scale-ratio resemblance property. With this property, the image frames at which position \((x,y)\) is a 0-to-1 or 1-to-0 boundary point in \(I\) (due to shifting of the binary grating in space) could be read from \(J_i(x_{11},y_{11})\)'s. The only problem is, it seems correspondence between \((x,y)\) of \(I\) and \((x_{11},y_{11})\) of \(J\) needs be first established.

A parallel note regarding the image data of the calibration plane \(B\) is the following. Because of the plane's homogeneity in surface reflectance and planarity in shape, and of our adoption of the telecentric camera lens and projection lens in the system (so that both the pattern projection and the image capture are almost parallel), the time profile \(J_i(x_{11},y_{11})\)'s of image intensities for the calibration plane has the same dynamics (though with generally different phases) irrespective of the image position \((x_{11},y_{11})\). In fact, due to the optical setup and the planar nature of the calibration plane, the dynamics at all image positions consist of only simple periodic cycles of 0-to-1 and 1-to-0 transitions in the same scale-range. We shall term this the homogeneous intensity scale-range property of the calibration data. With this property, one could easily determine from the data the intensity threshold (relative to the intensity fluctuation amplitude which is the same across all image positions) for pinpointing 0-to-1 and 1-to-0 transitions in the intensity profile of any image position \((x_{11},y_{11})\).

It follows that the correspondence between \((x,y)\) on \(I\) and \((x_{11},y_{11})\) on \(J\) is not necessary after all. By the use of the intensity homogeneous scale-range property of the calibration data, we can determine what the intensity threshold is for extracting the boundary points in \(J\), which is the same across all image positions \((x_{11},y_{11})\) in the calibration data \(J\). Since the scale-ranges of all image positions in \(J\) are the same, we could translate this absolute threshold to a global threshold on scale-ratio. By the use of the other property—the intensity scale-ratio resemblance between the target object data and the calibration data—we could borrow the above intensity scale-ratio threshold to detect boundary points in \(I\), irrespective of the image position \((x,y)\).

In more detail, we first locate the edge positions (0-to-1 and 1-to-0 jumps in the image data) in \(J\). On this we could simply use traditional gradient-based edge detector, for the calibration plane is of homogeneous reflectance. Knowing the intensity value \(J_{\text{edge}}\) of such edge point, we could determine the relative intensity threshold \(T_{\text{edge}}\) (relative to the intensity fluctuation amplitude) as

\[
T_{\text{edge}} = \frac{J_{\text{edge}} - \min(J_i)}{\max(J_i) - \min(J_i)}.
\]

(6)

The relative threshold \(T_{\text{edge}}\) can be applied to detect edge points in the image data of the target object. For any arbitrary position \((x,y)\) in image data \(I\) of the target object, a number of intensities \(I_1(x,y), I_2(x,y), \ldots, I_n(x,y)\) are available. \((x,y)\) is regarded as an edge point in any \(k\)th image frame \(I_k\) if the parameter \(T_k\) computed as

\[
T_k = \frac{I_k - \min(I_k)}{\max(I_i) - \min(I_i)}
\]

(7)

is such that the quantity \([T_k - T_{\text{edge}}]\) is close enough to 0.

Our fringe boundary detection mechanism puts together the whole sequence of image data to eliminate the influence of the projection lens, the camera, and the inhomogeneity of surface reflectance of the target object. Once the boundary information is acquired, the gray-level image data can be readily converted to binary data.

C. 3-D Measurement Without Explicit Triangulation

Consider the system geometry shown in Fig. 3, where a collimated Ronchi pattern of period \(p\) is projected, at an offset angle \(\theta\) from the camera’s optical axis, onto first a reference plane \(B\) and then later a 3-D object, where, for every image position \((x,y)\), the object shape \(h(x,y)\) measured from the reference plane is desired. Here, the reference plane \(B\) is positioned
approximately perpendicular to plane $\Pi_F$—the plane that contains the optical axes of both the camera and the illumination. All 3-D measurements at the end will be made against this reference plane.

As illustrated in Fig. 3, suppose $D_A$ is the pixel that measures the image information associated with point $A$ on the reference plane $\Pi$. If it is not the reference plane but the inspected surface that is illuminated, the same projection ray will hit upon a different surface point in 3-D, say point $J$ on the inspected surface, and be reflected to a different pixel on the image plane. Suppose we refer to that image pixel as $D_C$, and we refer to it that way because it should be the reference plane that is under illumination that particular image pixel will come from point $C$ of the reference plane. Notice that the binary information sensed at $D_C$ in the image data of the inspected surface is the same as that sensed at $D_A$ in the image data of the reference plane, owing to the same projection ray with which the two are associated. It then follows that the correspondence between $D_C$ and $D_A$ could be established by simply observing the Ronchi patterns at the two image positions in the reference plane image data and the object image data, respectively.

Suppose $A$ and $J$ are projections of the same Ronchi pattern on the reference plane and 3-D object, respectively. Suppose that $A$ is in the $i$th column of the reference image (i.e., detector $D_A$ is in the $i$th column of the camera’s CCD array), and $J$ is in the $j$th column of the object image (i.e., detector $D_C$ is in the $j$th column of the CCD array). Suppose also that the CCD resolution is $R_{\text{CCD}}$ (in terms of $\mu$m/pixel) and the magnification of the imaging system is $M$ (in terms of magnified times). The distance $AC$ can be determined from the separation of $i$ and $j$ in the image plane as

$$AC = |i - j| \frac{R_{\text{CCD}}}{M}. \quad (8)$$

In turn, $AC$ is related to the surface height $h = BJ$ by

$$h = BJ = \frac{AC}{(\tan \theta + \cot \theta_c)} = \frac{|i - j| \frac{R_{\text{CCD}}}{M}}{(\tan \theta + \cot \theta_c)} \quad (9)$$

where the angles $\theta$ and $\theta_c$ are as shown in Fig. 3. In practice, since the image sensing array is very small compared with the imaging distance and could be adjusted to have an orientation almost parallel to the reference plane, $\theta_c$ is nearly $90^\circ$. The above relation could thus be simplified to

$$h = BJ = \frac{AC}{\cot \theta} = |i - j| \frac{R_{\text{CCD}}}{M} \cot \theta. \quad (10)$$

We use the above equation to obtain depth, bypassing explicit triangulation by the use of a reference plane.

III. EXPERIMENTS

To illustrate the performance of the proposed approach on reflectance-inhomogeneous microsurfaces of hemispheric shape (the wafer bump array) and otherwise (the free-form shapes), we have performed experiments on a variety of objects. Here, we show the result on a micro PCB which contains tiny solder surfaces that are only 100 $\sim$ 400 $\mu$m tall and of all kinds of shapes. We also show the result on a typical wafer which has the traditional hemispheric solder bumps, with comparison with the result of the sinusoidal pattern projection approach.

A. System Setup

Calibration needs be done first to ensure that the illumination, the imaging, the grating plane, and the grating motion are aligned properly. The optical axes of the camera and illumination should be on the same plane $\Pi_P$. The Ronchi grating should have its plane parallel to the line $L$ that joins the camera’s optical center and the light source, its fringes’ direction perpendicular to plane $\Pi_P$, and its motion in the direction of $L$. It is also required that the reference plane be positioned so that it is perpendicular to plane $\Pi_P$.

A Ronchi grating with period 200 $\mu$m and an incident angle $\theta = 30^\circ$ of projection was adopted. The projection system consisted of an illuminator and several sets of lenses. The grating was shifted in space five times, each time by 20 $\mu$m. The magnification of the projection system was three times, which means the projected pattern would be enlarged three times to have a period of 600 $\mu$m on the inspected surface. The imaging system had a magnification of 0.75 times, a resolution of $1000 \times 1000$, and a pixel size of $7.4 \mu$m $\times 7.4 \mu$m in the CCD sensing array.

B. Experiment on PCB

In the calibration phase, we projected the fringe pattern onto a sheet of white paper, which served as the reference plane $\Pi$. By this step, codewords for various positions on the grating plane were transferred to the reference plane $\Pi$. Depth determination processing could thus be transferred from over the grating-and-image-plane-pair to over the reference-and-image-plane-pair through the use of (10) above. The image sequence for the reference plane is shown in Fig. 11.

In the operation phase, we projected the same fringe pattern onto a PCB, whose size was no bigger than 12 mm $\times$ 12 mm $\times$ 600 $\mu$m. With five physical shifts of the pattern and image captures of the illuminated object, we established also a code-word for each point on the inspected surface. To put it simply, the codeword was the sequence of “1”s and “0”s in the image sequence (shown in Fig. 12) at every image position.
Fig. 12. Image sequence of the inspected surface (PCB) in the operation phase, under projection of the same pattern as in the previous figure. These images were captured by shifting the pattern in steps of one-tenth of the pattern period.

Fig. 13. Fringe boundary detection for the reference plane by a Canny edge detector.

Fig. 14. Fringe boundary detection for the reference plane by our time profile-based edge detector.

1) Boundary Detection: In the calibration step, we projected the pattern onto a piece of white paper which possessed homogeneous reflectance function. For such reflectance-homogeneous surface, the fringe boundaries in the image data could be reliably located by traditional edge detection algorithms like the Canny edge detector (shown in Fig. 13). Based on the result on such a calibration surface, the threshold $T_{\text{edge}}$ as expressed by (6) was determined to be 0.497, which would find its use in the proposed time profile-based boundary detection mechanism. On edge detection for the calibration plane, the time profile-based boundary detection mechanism could also obtain good results (shown in Fig. 14). The two algorithms give similar results, demonstrating that the time profile-based approach could be as good as the image gradient-based approach on scenes with homogeneous reflectance.

We did the same comparison on the image data of the operation phase. Here, the inspected surface was made of different materials including metallic solder and nonmetallic substrate, which led to inhomogeneity of the surface reflectance function varying from the specular to the diffuse extremes. The image intensity distribution, so influenced by the surface reflectance, led to the deteriorated result of boundary detection under the
Canny edge detector (as shown in Fig. 15). However, our time profile-based mechanism could reduce the influence of the reflectance function inhomogeneity and get a much better result (as shown in Fig. 16). The detected boundaries were found to be much closer to the expected ones on mapping them to the image sequence.

2) Result: By the use of the proposed boundary detection mechanism on the spatial–temporal volume of the associated image data, the gray-level images could be readily converted to a binary image. From the binarized image sequence, we obtained the codeword maps (shown in Fig. 17, where different colors represent different codewords) for the reference plane and the inspected surface, respectively. With the two codeword maps, corresponding point pairs in the two maps could be obtained by associating image points with the same sequence of “1”s and “0”s. With the correspondences, 3-D position or depth disparity could be estimated for each point of the inspected surface using the method outlined in Section II. Fig. 18 shows the 3-D reconstruction of the inspected surface.

We would like to point out that in our implementation we only consider the image points that are close to the edge of the Ronchi pattern in at least one of the captured images and attempt correspondence extraction and 3-D reconstruction at those points only. The reason is, for other (non-edge) places in the image, neighboring image positions might have similar or the same codeword due to the limited image resolution or the limited resolution of the fringe motion, and that would compromise the accuracy in their 3-D reconstruction. We found from our experiments that image points that are edge points in either one of the captured images constitute about 50% of all the image positions, and at such positions, depth could be recovered directly. As for the 3-D information of the other 50% of the image positions, we suggest that they could be interpolated from those of the edge points.

C. Experiment on Wafer Bumps

We have also performed experiments on wafer bumps which were of diameters about 300 μm. The size of the wafer was no bigger than 8 mm × 8 mm × 500 μm. First, we reconstructed the surface using sinusoidal pattern projection with phase shifting. A sinusoidal pattern with period 3 lp/mm (line pairs/mm) was projected onto the surface. Five fringes were detected by shifting the phase in \( \frac{2\pi}{5} \) increments (shown in Fig. 19). The phase was then computed as [15]

\[
\phi = \arctan \left( \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{5} (I_n \sin \frac{2\pi x}{5})}{\sum_{i=1}^{5} (I_n \cos \frac{2\pi x}{5})} \right)
\]  

(11)

With the phases for the reference plane and the inspected surface in hand, the 3-D structure of the inspected surface could be obtained. As the bump was mirror-like and the reflectance of the substrate was rather low, it was difficult to get the 3-D information of the bumps and substrate at the same time. Increasing the illumination would lead to image saturation on the bumps, yet the signal-to-noise ratio on the substrate surface was very low if illumination was not raised. Thus, in general, the substrate...
reconstruction was very sensitive to noise, as indicated by the result shown in Fig. 20.

We tested our approach on the same wafer for 3-D structure reconstruction (including the bumps and the substrate surface). We shifted the binary grating four times and took five images. It produced eight codewords, and the $Z$ resolution (i.e., the resolution in the direction perpendicular to the reference plane) could reach 20 $\mu$m. The result is shown in Fig. 21. The 3-D surface including the bumps and substrate was reconstructed to one that was observably close to the expected one. Putting Figs. 20 and 21 together, it could be observed that, especially on the substrate parts of the wafer, the reconstruction result from sinusoidal fringe projection was rather noisy and not as good as that from the proposed approach. We ascribe the better reconstruction quality of the proposed approach to the property that the approach is less affected by variation in the reflectance function of the target object. As the inspection task in our case involves wafer that consists of both metallic components (solder bumps) as well as nonmetallic components (the substrate surface), we believe our approach has an edge on the task.

D. Performance Evaluation

What is inconvenient about real image experiments is that the ground truth of the associated object for evaluating solution quality is often difficult to obtain. It is especially so when the shapes of the target are of microscopic scale. To evaluate the 3-D reconstruction quality of the proposed mechanism, we made use of a micro-machined object whose shape was carefully crafted, and we regarded the intended shape as the ground truth. The micro-object was a rather simple object made of metal and composed of two planes. As shown in Fig. 22, the height of the central portion of the object was 200 $\mu$m lower than that of the peripheral portion. The central portion had low reflectance, while the peripheral portion had high reflectance. Therefore, the reflectance of the micro-object was a variant like that of the PCB or wafer.

With six images of the object and six images of a reference plane, the 3-D shape of the object was reconstructed as shown in Fig. 23. Upon comparison with the ground truth, the reconstruction was found to have a mean square error of 9.43 $\mu$m. The experiment shows that the reconstruction quality of the proposed system is within reasonable bounds. We believe, with the use of higher resolution camera and higher frequency fringe pattern, the reconstruction accuracy and resolution could be further improved.
IV. Conclusion and Future Work

A new design of the structured light sensing system has been presented. It projects binary pattern to the inspected surface by the use of a single light source and a fixed binary fringe grating, as opposed to the traditional use of an array of light sources. To equip each 3-D position with a distinct binary code, the pattern projection is varied by having the fringe grating shifted in space, and in each shifting step having the illuminated surface imaged. The system setup has a divergent configuration. It makes the size of the system much smaller than that of the traditional setup, and it better suited for the inspection of microscopic electronic components. The discrete nature of the system allows complicating issues like the specular nature of some metallic components in the target surface, image saturation, and imaging noise to be much reduced. In particular, two issues in the proposed design are addressed in detail in this paper, namely how the fringe boundary in the image data can be localized and how 3-D reconstruction can be achieved without explicit triangulation. Experiments showed that the design is effective in reconstructing microscopic objects like wafer bumps, and the reconstruction quality could be better than that of the existing approaches like the sinusoidal fringe projection approach, especially when dealing with objects of large variation in the reflectance function.

Future work includes optimal design of the fringe pattern and the shifting steps. In general, the fringe pattern needs not be periodic, and the shifting steps need not be uniform. Future work also includes the use of redundant binary coding to tackle the problem of multiple reflections.
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